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Background



On October 22, 2009, MSCI Barra had announced its intention to adjust its methodology for
calculating Price Adjustment Factors (PAF) for rights issues in the MSCI Indices. A PAF is applied to
the market price of a security to account for a rights issue on the day it becomes effective (the exdate).



This proposed adjustment, which addresses clients‟ feedback and follows an internal analysis, will on
average result in very minor differences but will enhance index replicability under certain market
circumstances.



MSCI Barra welcomes feedback on its proposal regarding the PAF used in case of rights issues and
will announce its final decision on November 16, 2009.



This document highlights the differences between the proposed “theoretical cum rights” PAF (theocum) and the current “theoretical ex rights” PAF (theo-ex) in cases of capital increases with
preferential rights to existing shareholders (rights issues).

This proposal may or may not lead to changes to MSCI Barra‟s current treatment of rights issues.
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Potential impact of the proposed change


In general, the impact of this change on index performance should be modest on average. For
example, when the security performance is close to the market average, the impact would be
imperceptible.



The impact would be more visible only when


The performance of the security is very different from the rest of the index



The weight of the security is important



The capital increase is a large one



An example of the impact when all these three factors are combined is described on page 10.



More generally this change represents a simplification, which may contribute to reduce the costs of
perfectly replicating the index compared to the current approach.
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Usage of PAF in Index Calculation


For certain corporate events, MSCI applies a PAF at the security level in order to neutralize the impact of the price
movement due solely to the event while capturing in the index only the price performance due to an intrinsic change in
market value.



The security price performance is calculated as



The security price performance is weighted by the market capitalization at t-1, hence its contribution to the index
performance is (for simplicity, all inclusion factors are ignored):
n
where wi ,t 1 

Pt  PAF
1
Pt 1

 wi ,t 1 * (

Pi ,t  PAFi

i 1

NOSt 1  Pt 1

Pi ,t 1
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 NOS
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i 1

* Pi ,t 1



The increase in number of shares takes place at the close of t (the ex-date) as per the MSCI Index Calculation
Methodology.



Symbols:

t-1

= cum date =one business day before the ex-date

t

= ex date = effective date of the event

NOSt 1

= Number of shares at t-1

NOSs

= Number of shares to be issued through the rights issue

Pt 1

= cum price = price one business day before the ex -date

Ps
Pt

= subscription price of the rights issue per new share
= ex price = price on the ex-date
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Characteristics of a rights issue


At time t-1(cum date), assuming no action, we have the following equivalence:

NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSt 1  Ptheo.ex  NOSs  ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )

where

Ptheo.ex is the theoretical value of shares based on their average cost using t-1 prices and subscription prices
and Ptheo.ex  Ps is the theoretical value of a right
A right contains a long position in the shares and a short position in the cash needed to subscribe the new
shares



Assuming the cash required for the subscription of the new shares is brought on t-1, we have

NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps  NOSt 1  Ptheo.ex  NOSs  ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )  NOSs  Ps
 ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Ptheo.ex


These two different portfolios‟ composition do not have the same performance (unless the security has no
performance)



These two portfolios‟ are different in value. To make the second portfolio equal to the first it is sufficient to
multiply it by the ratio of the initial market capitalization to the theoretical market capitalization after subscription
to the new shares.

NOSt 1  Pt 1
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps
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Difference between theo-ex and theo-cum


A theo-cum PAF renders today‟s price comparable to yesterday‟s price and
is defined as:

PAFtheo.cum 

Ptheo.cum
Pt

Ptheo.cum is the theoretical value of shares today on a pre-rights

Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Ps  NOSs
issue basis =
NOSt 1
The theoretical security price performance is: = Pt  PAFtheo.cum  1  Ptheo.cum  1  NOSt 1  Pt  NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )  1
Pt 1
Pt 1
NOSt 1  Pt 1
We can observe that this theo-cum performance combines the
performance of both the existing shares NOSt 1 * Pt and the rights to
subscribe to the new shares NOSs  ( Pt  Ps ) as shown in the above
formula.
where



P
A theo-ex PAF renders yesterday‟s price comparable to today‟s price and is
PAFtheo . ex  t 1
defined as:
Ptheo . ex
where

Ptheo.ex

is the theoretical value of shares based on the average
cost using t-1 prices and subscription prices =

The theoretical security price performance is:

=

NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps
NOSt 1  NOSs

Pt  PAFtheo.ex
Pt
Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )
1 
1 
1
Pt 1
Ptheo.ex
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps

We can observe that this theo-ex performance is the performance of a pure
long position on the security, as would be the case when the shares are
fully funded, i.e. when NOSs  Ps is paid on t-1.
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Contribution to Index Performance


As the security performance is weighted by the market cap at t-1, which is NOSt 1  Pt 1
, we can compare the
contribution to performance in terms of market capitalization: (refer to appendix for equation developments)



In the case of a theo-cum PAF, the contribution to performance is:

P

theo.cum
(1) [ NOSt 1 * Pt 1 ] *[ P  1]  [ NOSt 1  ( Pt  Pt 1 )  NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )]
t 1



And in the case of a theo-ex PAF, the contribution to performance is:

(2) [ NOSt 1 * Pt 1 ] *[

Pt
Ptheo.ex

 1]  [ NOSt 1  ( Pt  Pt 1 )  NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )]  [

NOSt 1  Pt 1
]
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps



As seen in equation (1), the contribution to index performance in terms of market capitalization with a theo-cum PAF
is the difference (from t-1 to t) of the already existing shares NOSt 1  ( Pt  Pt 1 ) and the value of the rights NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )
as shown in the last terms of the equation.



As seen in equation (2), the contribution to index performance in terms of market capitalization with a theo-ex PAF
can be expressed as a fraction of the contribution under a theo-cum PAF. The fraction corresponds to the ratio of the
initial market capitalization at t-1 to the theoretical market capitalization after subscription of the new shares, which
we have already seen on page 5.


The effect of this ratio is to reduce the performance resulting from the exposure to the rights, which contain a
long position in the new shares and a short position in the cash needed to subscribe to them. In other words
this ratio “deleverages” the exposure to the rights, such that the index remains only exposed to the security
performance during the ex-day.
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Implied Index Composition


The neutral, or passive, composition on t-1 (as captured by the theo-cum approach) is the one that requires no
action and therefore has an exposure to the rights:
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSt 1  Ptheo.ex  NOSs  ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )
The composition during and at the end of the ex-date t is

NOSt 1  Pt  NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )

The performance at the end of the ex-date can be calculated as:



NOSt 1  Pt  NOSs  ( Pt  Ps )
NOSt 1  Pt 1
P  PAFtheo.cum
 t
Pt 1

By contrast, the implied index composition of the theo-ex PAF is not a neutral, or passive, one. Why?
In order for a portfolio to replicate the performance of shares only (i.e. eliminating the exposure to the rights),
without bringing yet the cash required for the subscription, a theo-ex PAF approach would require that part of the
shares cum rights are sold on t-1 to raise enough cash to „deleverage‟ the neutral composition.
NOSs  Ps
The number of shares to be sold on t-1 is proportional to the capital increase
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps
The implied composition of the portfolio is hence:
NOSt 1  Pt 1
NOSs  Ps
NOSt 1  Pt 1 
in shares, and the equivalent of NOSt 1  Pt 1 *
in cash
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps

which can also be expressed as

NOSt 1  Pt 1
 [ NOSt 1  Ptheo.ex  NOSs  ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )  NOSs  Ps ]
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps

where Ptheo.ex  Ps is the theoretical value of a right and NOSs  Ps is the cash required to exercise these rights in
order to get fully subscribed new shares NOSs  Ptheo.ex
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Rights issue illustration case


Rights 2

NOSs : 3 NOSt 1 @ Ps  GBP 3



Pt 1 = 4 GBP



Pt = 3.384 GBP

Ptheo.ex  3.6

Ptheo.ex  Ps  0.6
A

NOSt 1 * Pt 1
 0.6666
NOSt 1 * Pt 1  NOSs * Ps



Initial Security Weight = 5%



Capital increase of 50% (2 new shares to be subscribed at GBP 3 divided by 3 cum shares at GBP 4)



Performance of the individual stock on the ex-date = -6% versus performance of the index =0%
Index composition

Index composition with Theo-ex

Index composition with Theo-cum

Shares

A * NOSt 1 * Ptheo.ex  0.6666 * 3 * 3.6  7.2

Rights

A * NOSs * ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )  0.6666 * 2 * 0.6  0.8
A * NOSs * Ps  0.6666 * 2 * 3  4

Cash

Theoretical Price
Theo-ex approach
Theo-cum approach

NOSt 1 * Ptheo.ex  3 * 3.6  10.8
NOSs * ( Ptheo.ex  Ps )  2 * 0.6  1.2

Ptheo.ex  3.6GBP
Ptheo.cum  3.64GBP

PAF

PAFtheo.ex  1.1111
PAFtheo.cum  1.07565

Security performance at
t

Country Index
performance at t (*)

-6.00%

-0.30%

-9.00%

-0.45%

At the end of the ex-date of the rights issue, by using a theo-ex PAF, the country index has outperformed by a 15 basis points a benchmark
that would have used a theo-cum PAF.
(*) assuming a zero performance for the rest of the index
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Proposed New PAF formula

Proposed new PAF =

Ptheo .cum
Pt

if

Ps

<

Pt 1

otherwise PAF = 1

If the shares issued from the rights issue are entitled to forthcoming dividends paid by the company,

Ptheo .cum 

Pt  ( NOS t 1 NOS s )  Ps  NOS s
NOS t 1

Otherwise, when the shares issued from the rights issue are not entitled to the forthcoming
announced dividend paid by the company and if Ps < Pt 1  GD

Ptheo .cum 

Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  NOSs  ( Ps  GD)
NOS t 1

Where GD = Gross dividend per share as announced by the company.
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Appendix

Rights Issues under Laspeyres and Paasche
Details of Contribution to Performance
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Rights Issues under Laspeyres and Paasche


The calculation of the MSCI Indices uses a chain-linked Laspeyres concept, whereby only shares
outstanding on t-1 should contribute to the index performance on t

NOSt 1  Pt 1
( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Pt

This explains why the weighting for the performance on t is based on
and it is only after the close of t that the weighting changes to



By contrast, in a calculation based on a chain-linked Paasche concept, the new shares issued on t
should also contribute to the index performance on t
Therefore the weighting for the performance on t should be based on NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps
which corresponds to an immediate injection of cash for the subscription (as of the close of t-1),
resulting in a full exposure to the new shares

Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSt )
1
NOSt 1  Pt 1  NOSs  Ps



This is captured by a theo-ex approach where performance is



The contribution to performance in market capitalization is: NOSt 1 * ( Pt  Pt 1 )  NOSs
which is identical to the contribution with Laspeyres and the theo-cum approach



 ( Pt  Ps )

The index performance is however slightly different because the denominator (the index total market
capitalization) has been increased with Paasche to include NOSs  Ps while it has remained
unchanged with Laspeyres
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Details of Contribution to Performance


In the case of a Theo-ex PAF, the contribution to performance is:

[



Pt
Ptheo.ex

 1]  [ NOSt 1  Pt 1 ]  [

Pt
 1] * NOSt 1 * Pt 1
Pt 1 * NOSt 1  Ps * NOSs
NOSt 1  NOSs



Pt * ( NOSt 1 * Pt 1 ) * ( NOSt 1  NOSs )
 NOSt 1 * Pt 1
Pt 1 * NOSt 1  Ps * NOSs



Pt * ( NOSt 1 * Pt 1 ) * ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  NOSt 1 * Pt 1 * ( Pt 1 * NOSt 1  Ps * NOSs )
Pt 1 * NOSt 1  Ps * NOSs



NOSt 1 * Pt 1
*[ NOSt 1 * ( Pt  Pt 1 )  NOSs * ( Pt  Ps )]
NOSt 1 * Pt 1  Ps * NOSs
In the case of a Theo-cum PAF, the contribution to performance is:

[

Ptheo.cum
Pt 1

[

Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Ps  NOSs
NOSt 1
 1]  [ NOSt 1  Pt 1 ]  [
 1] * NOSt 1 * Pt 1
Pt 1

Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Ps  NOSs
 1] * NOSt 1 * Pt 1
NOSt 1 * Pt 1

 Pt  ( NOSt 1  NOSs )  Ps  NOSs  Pt 1 * NOSt 1
 NOSt 1 * ( Pt  Pt 1 )  NOSs * ( Pt  Ps )
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Notice and Disclaimer


This document and all of the information contained in it, including without limitation all text, data, graphs, charts (collectively, the “Information”) is the
property of MSCI Inc., Barra, Inc. (“Barra”), or their affiliates (including without limitation Financial Engineering Associates, Inc.) (alone or with one or
more of them, “MSCI Barra”), or their direct or indirect suppliers or any third party involved in the making or compiling of the Information (collectively,
the “MSCI Barra Parties”), as applicable, and is provided for informational purposes only. The Information may not be reproduced or redisseminated in
whole or in part without prior written permission from MSCI or Barra, as applicable.



The Information may not be used to verify or correct other data, to create indices, risk models or analytics, or in connection with issuing, offering,
sponsoring, managing or marketing any securities, portfolios, financial products or other investment vehicles based on, linked to, tracking or otherwise
derived from any MSCI or Barra product or data.



Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction.



None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of an offer to buy), or a promotion or recommendation of, any security,
financial product or other investment vehicle or any trading strategy, and none of the MSCI Barra Parties endorses, approves or otherwise
expresses any opinion regarding any issuer, securities, financial products or instruments or trading strategies. None of the Information,
MSCI Barra indices, models or other products or services is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or
refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.



The user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the Information.



NONE OF THE MSCI BARRA PARTIES MAKES ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE
INFORMATION (OR THE RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED BY THE USE THEREOF), AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, MSCI
AND BARRA, EACH ON THEIR BEHALF AND ON THE BEHALF OF EACH MSCI BARRA PARTY, HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ORIGINALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, NONINFRINGEMENT, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE
INFORMATION.



Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the maximum extent permitted by law, in no event shall any of the MSCI Barra Parties have any
liability regarding any of the Information for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential (including lost profits) or any other damages
even if notified of the possibility of such damages. The foregoing shall not exclude or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be
excluded or limited, including without limitation (as applicable), any liability for death or personal injury to the extent that such injury results
from the negligence or wilful default of itself, its servants, agents or sub-contractors.



Any use of or access to products, services or information of MSCI or Barra or their subsidiaries requires a license from MSCI or Barra, or their
subsidiaries, as applicable. MSCI, Barra, MSCI Barra, EAFE, Aegis, Cosmos, BarraOne, and all other MSCI and Barra product names are the
trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of MSCI, Barra or their affiliates, in the United States and other jurisdictions. The Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and Standard & Poor‟s. “Global Industry Classification
Standard (GICS)” is a service mark of MSCI and Standard & Poor‟s.
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